August 2, 2022, Matters from Planning #: 2

Board of County Commissioners - Staff Report

Subject: ZMA2022-0002: Request to concurrently rezone approximately 25.67 acres of Suburban property
to Rural (R-1) and rezone approximately 25.67 acres of Rural (R-1) to Suburban in Northern South Park.
Agent/Applicant: SJ Planning Solutions
Property Owner: JHHR Holdings I, LLC

Presenter: Ryan Hostetter, Principal Long Range Planner

REQUESTED ACTION

Amend the Official Zoning Map, pursuant to Teton County Land Development Regulations Section 8.7.2, Zoning
Map Amendment, to rezone two areas within Northern South Park:
1) rezone 25.67-acres of Rural (R-1) to Suburban, and
2) concurrently rezone 25.67 acres of Suburban area (which includes approximately 2 acres of the existing 3 acre
Suburban homestead at the corner of High School Road and South Park Loop Road) to Rural (R-1).
The properties are owned by JHHR Holdings I LLC and are located on the southeast corner of High School Road
and South Park Loop Road.

BACKGROUND/DESCRIPTION
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The agent, SJ Planning Solutions, on behalf of the owner, JHHR Holdings I LLC, is requesting a rezone of two
adjacent parcels within the Northern South Park Subarea 5.6 of the Comprehensive Plan which are both owned
by JHHR Holdings I LLC. The request includes a “swap” in order to move a current Suburban zoned area (North
parcel) adjacent to High School Road, down to the southern edge of the Comprehensive Plan Area 5.6 for Northern
South Park (see attached map). Along with this, the current Suburban portion along High School Road will be
rezoned to Rural (R-1) until such time a future application is submitted in order to implement the Northern South
Park Neighborhood Plan.
The applicant has requested this rezoning to allow for the implementation of the vision outlined in the Northern
South Park Neighborhood Plan. The current area zoned Suburban (North parcel) is anticipated to become a
location where additional density will be proposed along High School Road, while the southern portion of the
planning area (south parcel) is proposed for more of a suburban feel with less density (i.e. feathering the density
from north to south within the planning area). The result is no net increase in density from this rezoning. However,
this proposal will prepare the area for future development and higher density as envisioned in the Neighborhood
Plan.

EXISTING CONDITIONS

JHHR Holdings I LLC owns 100 acres along High School Road and South Park Loop Road within the larger 225 acre
Northern South Park Subarea. The majority of the land is in agricultural use, with the exception of a small historic
homestead on the corner of High School Road and South Park Loop Road, a portion of which is proposed to remain.
The entire property is flat, contains no steep slopes or unstable soils, no fault areas, is outside of FEMA regulated
floodplains, and is outside of the Wildland Urban Interface. The properties are located within the Scenic Resource
Overlay (SRO) area and contain several mature cottonwood trees and willows that must be maintained per SRO
Standards.
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LOCATION

The subject parcels are located at 1500 South Park Loop Road and include portions of the surrounding adjacent
agricultural fields south of High School Road and east of South Park Loop Road.
PIDN: 22-40-16-06-3-00-012 & 22-40-16-06-3-00-015

Site Size: Approximately 97 acres (not including existing 3 acre homestead)

Character District: 5: West Jackson

Subarea: 5.6 Northern South Park

Zone: Rural-1 (R-1) & Suburban (S-TC)

Overlay: Scenic Resources Overlay (SRO)

SITE/VICINITY MAP

N
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN MAP OF SUBAREA 5.6 (PROPOSED PROJECT SITE NOTED IN RED)

EXISTING ZONING MAP

Zoning:
Suburban &
R-1
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STAFF ANALYSIS
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This Zoning Map Amendment (ZMA) application includes a conceptual site plan demonstrating the applicant’s
interest in developing 83 residential units as outlined in a Sketch Plan approved in February of 2021 (SKC20200001). A typical analysis of a zoning map amendment does not consider a specific use, but rather considers
whether the requested zone and all the uses and development permitted within the zone are compatible more
broadly with the surrounding character of a property and with the vision illustrated in the Comprehensive Plan.
Review of specific uses and development will be considered at a later date, with the relevant development and
use permit applications for the zoning in place at the time of review.
This proposed application, however, is unique in that it aims to follow a larger neighborhood planning process
which is described within the Comprehensive Plan (Subarea 5.6). The Comprehensive Plan states that “…The
development of the subarea may be guided by a neighborhood planning effort (referenced in Strategy 3.3.S.5)
completed in a timely manner by the County in consultation with the Town and the landowners within the Subarea.
Any resulting neighborhood plan will include options to improve transportation, circulation, and connectivity within
and around the Subarea. An appropriate Flat Creek buffer will also need to be established to ensure the wildlife,
natural and scenic values associated with this community resource are maintained.”
The goal of this proposed application is to follow the neighborhood planning process as described in the
Comprehensive Plan, and set the stage for the future development of the subarea per the Northern South Park
neighborhood plan. This is a first step for one of the underlying landowners within the subarea to prepare for
future development, while keeping the landowner’s existing Suburban entitlements intact (through moving them
to the southern portion of the Northern South Park planning area). The Landowner’s goal is to donate
approximately 45 acres of the northernmost portion of the subarea (where the Suburban exists today) for
construction of affordable and workforce housing units where more density is anticipated per the plan. The
donation of this northern piece is proposed to be to the national nonprofit “Trust for Public Land” (TPL) which
would facilitate the buildout of the deed restricted units for the JHHR Holdings I LLC portion of the subarea to the
north along High School Road. The “swap” of the Suburban zone land with the Rural (R-1) zoning facilitates the
transfer of property to TPL (they will receive newly zoned R-1 property if this application is approved), and allow
for the Gill family to retain their Suburban entitlements by moving them just to the south within the planning
area.
Following is a map of the proposed zoning where the left side is the current zoning configuration, and the right
side is the proposed zoning “swap”. Note that this entire site is located within the Comprehensive Plan boundaries
for subarea 5.6 which is all within the Northern South Park planning area (no development activity is proposed
outside of the planning area):
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STATUS OF NORTHERN SOUTH PARK NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN

The Northern South Park Neighborhood Plan was adopted by the Board of County Commissioners on July 5, 2022.
The plan is a vision document, and does not include Land Development Regulations (LDRs) or zoning requirements;
rather, it sets the stage by providing a series of guiding principles and checklists for the creation of future zoning
for this subarea. The County will be creating these new zones per the plan, and the property owners could then
apply to use the new zones for their property to follow the goals of the plan. In addition, to ensure at least 70%
of the total new units outlined in the plan are deed restricted units, a zoning overlay will be created to ensure that
this goal is accomplished through any future new rezoning of the properties for buildout per the plan.

KEY ISSUES

KEY ISSUE 1:

What happens with this rezone application if the Neighborhood Plan is not implemented?

If the landowners do not opt-in to rezone for the density outlined in the neighborhood plan and future overlay,
this proposed Suburban and Rural-1 zoning amendment, if approved, would remain. Staff has determined that
this does not have a negative effect for the subarea if this were to occur, and the impacts are much the same as
current zoning configuration. Essentially, the suburban project would look very similar, just be located
approximately 300- 1,200 feet to the south (depending on which property line you measure) adjacent to the more
rural areas within this portion of the County, but would not take access off of High School Road. This would leave
the property along High School Road as Rural until a future development proposal is approved. This rezone could
continue to set the stage for the northern portion of Subarea 5.6 to be utilized for more density, while keeping
the areas to the south in the subarea more rural in nature which is a directive outlined in the Comprehensive Plan
for transect planning as seen in the graphic here:
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The proposal to move the Suburban to the south regardless of the outcome of a future project with new density,
would fit within the goals of the subarea and that clustering, agricultural, and conservation is consistent within
this portion of the subarea.
This entire proposal is located within the boundaries of the Comprehensive Plan subarea 5.6, and there is no
development proposed outside of the subarea as identified in the Comprehensive Plan.

KEY ISSUE 2:

How will this rezone accomplish the goals of the Neighborhood Plan?

This proposed rezone application allows JHHR Holdings I LLC to preserve existing Suburban entitlements while
being able to donate Rural land to the Trust for Public Land to facilitate the construction of affordable housing
units. As Staff understands the information submitted by the landowner, JHHR Holdings I LLC and the Trust for
Public Land have an agreement for donation of approximately 45 acres along High School Road (not including the
existing 3 acre homestead on the corner). This is currently where the Suburban zoning exists. The Trust for Public
Land is not proposing to build any Suburban style projects; therefore, the request is that the current landowner
retain the existing Suburban zoning by moving it to the south off of the property anticipated to be donated, and
that the new Suburban zoning would be developed as approved in the Sketch Plan (SKC2020-0001) on the
southern edge of the subarea. The Trust for Public Land (TPL) would be given a property zoned Rural (R-1), and
TPL would apply for the new zoning and a Development Plan with higher density along High School Road. The
timing of the construction of the Suburban entitlements could begin once Development Plans, subdivision plats,
and building permits are issued for that component. The Trust for Public Land could apply for rezoning and permits
after the property is transferred. Staff has been informed that the Trust for Public Lands project could take many
years (10s of years) to see buildout due to the complex nature of the project and putting together agreements
with developers within the donated land being managed by TPL. More information specific to the timing and
design of the affordable housing projects on this donated property will come after the transfer of the land occurs,
which happens upon approval of this rezoning application.

KEY ISSUE 3:
How can the community ensure that the affordable housing will be constructed in
Northern South Park?
This proposed rezone application does not change the existing entitlements and does not increase density with
the Northern South Park subarea. In order for affordable housing to be constructed as envisioned in the
neighborhood plan, the property owners would have to apply to rezone their land for future development with
more density. Because of the neighborhood planning process, it was made clear that there shall be a minimum
percentage of affordable housing units if there is to be an increase in density here. This will be carried out through
the future rezoning process and identified in a new zoning overlay which will require a minimum percentage of
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deed restricted affordable housing units to be constructed. This process is based on the landowners’ willingness
to apply for new zoning and to develop differently than what is allowed under current conditions.
KEY ISSUE 4:

Related Applications: MSC2022-0026

In addition to this Zoning Map Amendment application, the applicant has received approval for one other
application related to this site and project: a request to retain an approved Sketch Plan (MSC2022-0026) along
with this Suburban rezone. That request, which was approved on June 7, 2022, allows the Sketch Plan (SKC20200001) to be moved along with this rezone and the existing conditions within that Sketch Plan to remain in place
with this new Suburban location. Because these applications were submitted at different times and have different
review processes, they are not being reviewed simultaneously with this Zoning Map Amendment application.
Application materials for the MSC2022-0026 can be found here.

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS

All reviews received from other departments and advisory agencies are attached to the Planning Commission staff
report.

PUBLIC COMMENT

Notice of this hearing was mailed to property owners within 800 feet of the subject properties and was posted on
the site. A Neighborhood Meeting was also held by the applicant on May 2, 2022 prior to application submittal.
No written public comment has been received as of the publishing of this report.

LEGAL REVIEW
Gingery

RECOMMENDATIONS
PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDATION

The Planning Director recommends APPROVAL of ZMA2022-0002, application received May 6, 2022, based on
the findings recommended below.

PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION

At its July 25, 2022 meeting, the Planning Commission voted unanimously to recommend APPROVAL of ZMA20220002, as presented in the staff report, being able to make the findings of LDR Section 8.7.2. as recommended by
the Planning Director.

PLANNING DIRECTOR & PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDED FINDINGS

Pursuant to Section 8.7.2.C of the Land Development Regulations, the advisability of amending the Official Zoning
Map is a matter committed to the legislative discretion of the Board of County Commissioners and is not controlled
by any one factor. In deciding to adopt or deny a proposed zoning map amendment the Board of County
Commissioners shall consider factors including, but not limited to, the extent to which the proposed amendment:
1. Is consistent with the purposes and organization of the LDRs;
Division 1.3: Purpose and Intent: Based on the legislative discretion of the Board of County Commissioners, these
LDRs are in accordance with the Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan. Their purpose is to implement the
Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan and promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the present and
future inhabitants of the community with the intent listed below.
1.3.1. Implement the Community Vision: Preserve and protect the area’s ecosystem in order to ensure a
healthy environment, community, and economy for current and future generations.
1.3.2. Implement the Common Values of Community Character
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A. Ecosystem Stewardship
1. Maintain healthy populations of all native species and preserve the ability of future generations
to enjoy the quality natural, scenic, and agricultural resources that largely define our community
character.
2. Consume less nonrenewable energy as a community in the future than we do today.
B. Growth Management
1. Direct future growth into a series of connected, Complete Neighborhoods in order to preserve
critical habitat, scenery and open space in our Rural Areas.
2. The Town of Jackson will continue to be the primary location for jobs, housing, shopping,
educational, and cultural activities.
C. Quality of Life
1. Ensure a variety of workforce housing opportunities exist so that at least 65% of those employed
locally also live locally.
2. Develop a sustainable, vibrant, stable and diversified local economy.
3. Residents and visitors will safely, efficiently, and economically move within our community and
throughout the region using alternative modes of transportation.
4. Timely, efficiently, and safely deliver quality services and facilities in a fiscally responsible and
coordinated manner.
1.3.3. Implement the Illustration of Our Vision
A. Achieve the desired future character identified for each Character District.
B. Implement the policy objectives for each Character District.
C. Achieve the character-defining features identified for each Subarea.
1.3.4. Predictable Regulations, Incentives, and Allowances
A. Ensure standards are consistently applied to similar applications and circumstances.
B. Ensure landowners, the public, and decision-makers know the amount, location, and type of growth to
expect.
C. Use data analysis and best practices to inform standards and implement the adaptive management
philosophy of the Growth Management Program.
1.3.5. Coordination Between Jurisdictions
A. Implement the joint Town/County Vision through coordinated, supportive actions.
B. Maintain a common structure, format, and definitions in Town and County LDRs.
Div. 1.4. Organization of the LDRs: These LDRs constitute the County’s zoning and subdivision regulations. They
have two organizing principles. Primarily, they are organized by zone in order to implement and emphasize the
community’s character-based planning approach. Secondarily, to provide ease of use, they are organized to
answer three questions:
• What can be built or physically developed?
• What uses are allowed?
• How can the land be developed or subdivided?
Can be made. This proposed amendment complies with the intent outlined in the Northern South Park Subarea
5.6 of the Comprehensive Plan including the Growth Management, Quality of Life, and Ecosystem Stewardship
policies listed above. The intent for this area is that it will be developed and is shown as a “transitional” area
where future density could be added adjacent to the Town of Jackson. This rezone sets the stage for development
to occur per the Neighborhood Planning Process as envisioned in the Comprehensive Plan. The rezoning also
facilitates a future land donation of Rural zoned property to the Trust for Public Land, while the applicant would
retain their Suburban development by moving it to the south. In addition, this rezone in itself is a “no net increase”
with regards to any impacts for the site because it retains existing acreages in Rural and Suburban, therefore there
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is no change other than moving the Suburban to the south of the property, and the future Suburban development
would no longer take access off of High School Road.
It is important to note, however, that in the future there will likely be an increase in densities through future
rezoning and buildout of the neighborhood plan. This future buildout will occur after multiple approval processes
and public hearings (separate application processes).
2. Improves implementation of the desired future character defined in the Illustration of Our Vision
chapter of the Comprehensive Plan;
Can be made. From a Countywide perspective, much of the county has been reserved for large lots (rural rezone
process) to protect the County’s rural character while supporting the Ecosystem Stewardship goals of Chapter 1
in the Comprehensive Plan through the use of Growth Management. Many areas of the County have been
reserved for protection. This particular property has been identified as “transitional” meaning that this site is
where development should occur in order to further support these goals. This approach removes development
pressures from areas farther away from central locations such as the Town of Jackson. This location is next to
town, within walking distance to services, is within an area supported by transit and pathways, and as such is
identified as a logical place for growth. This allows for protection of other areas in the County which are not in an
ideal location for growth due more remote distances and lack of services which increases impacts to wildlife and
the natural environment (such as increased vehicle miles traveled).
3. Is necessary to address changing conditions or a public necessity; and
Can Be Made. This proposed rezone application allows the landowners to retain development rights while
simultaneously donating a portion of their property (which is proposed as Rural zoning in this application) for the
future development of affordable housing. While it will take some time for a project to be constructed, this
rezoning will support the land donation for future deed restricted housing and is addressing one of the greatest
public necessities in existence today with regards to the lack of affordable housing.
4. Is consistent with the other adopted County Resolutions.
Can Be Made. Staff finds that the application is consistent with other County Resolutions. Consistency of any
future use and development with County Resolutions will be evaluated at the time such applications are
submitted.

ATTACHMENTS
•
•
•
•

Planning Commission Packet
Application and Supporting Documentation from the applicant
Departmental Reviews
SKC2020-0001 packet and information can be found here

SUGGESTED MOTION
I move to APPROVE ZMA2022-0002, received May 6, 2022, to rezone 25.67 acres of Suburban (S-TC) to Rural (R1) and concurrently rezone 25.67 acres of Rural (R-1) to Suburban (S-TC), being able to make the findings of LDR
Section 8.7.2.
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Planning Commission - Staff Report

Subject: ZMA2022-0002: Request to concurrently rezone approximately 25.67 acres of Suburban property
to Rural (R-1) and rezone approximately 25.67 acres of Rural (R-1) to Suburban in Northern South Park

Agent/Applicant: SJ Planning Solutions
Property Owner: JHHR Holdings I LLC

Presenter: Ryan Hostetter, Joint Principal Long Range Planner

REQUESTED ACTION

Amend the Official Zoning Map, pursuant to Teton County Land Development Regulations Section 8.7.2, Zoning
Map Amendment, to rezone two areas within Northern South Park:
1) rezone 25.67-acres of Rural (R-1) to Suburban, and
2) concurrently rezone 25.67 acres of Suburban area to Rural (R-1).
The properties are owned by JHHR Holdings I LLC and are located on the southeast corner of High School Road
and South Park Loop Road.

BACKGROUND/DESCRIPTION
PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The agent, SJ Planning Solutions, on behalf of the owner, JHHR Holdings I LLC, is requesting a rezone of two
adjacent parcels within the Northern South Park Subarea 5.6 of the Comprehensive Plan which are both owned
by JHHR Holdings I LLC. The request includes a “swap” in order to move a current Suburban zoned area adjacent
to High School Road (on the South side of the road), and move the current 25.67 acres of Suburban zoning down
on the southern edge of the Comprehensive Plan Area 5.6 for Northern South Park (see attached map). Along
with this, the current Suburban portion along High School Road will be rezoned to Rural (R-1) until such time a
future application is submitted in order to implement the Northern South Park Neighborhood Plan.
The applicant has requested this rezoning to allow for the implementation of the vision outlined in the Northern
South Park Neighborhood Plan. The current area zoned Suburban is anticipated to become a location where
additional density will be proposed along High School Road, while the southern portion of the planning area is
proposed for more of a suburban or rural feel with less density (i.e. feathering the density from north to south
within the planning area).

EXISTING CONDITIONS

JHHR Holdings I LLC owns 100 acres along High School Road and South Park Loop Road within the larger 225 acre
Northern South Park Subarea. The majority of the land is in agricultural use, with the exception of a small historic
homestead on the corner of High School Road and South Park Loop Road which is proposed to remain. The entire
property is flat, contains no steep slopes or unstable soils, no fault areas, is outside of FEMA regulated floodplains,
and is outside of the Wildland Urban Interface. The properties are located within the Scenic Resource Overlay
(SRO) area and contains several mature cottonwood trees and willows that must be maintained per SRO
Standards.
The photos below show (top to bottom): Looking across the site toward the north & east from South Park Loop
Road, the middle photo is looking toward the existing homestead at the corner of High School Road and South
Park Loop Road, and the bottom photo includes views across the site looking south from South Park Loop Road.
(Photos from SKC2020-0001)
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LOCATION

The subject parcel is located at 1500 South Park Loop Road, and includes portions of the surrounding adjacent
agricultural fields south of High School Road and east of South Park Loop Road.
PIDN: 22-40-16-06-3-00-012 & 22-40-16-06-3-00-015

Site Size: Approximately 97 acres (not including existing 3 acre homestead)

Character District: 5: West Jackson

Subarea: 5.6 Northern South Park

Zone: Rural-1 (R-1) & Suburban (S-TC)

Overlay: Scenic Resources Overlay (SRO)
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ZONING/VICINITY MAP

N

SITE MAP
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This Zoning Map Amendment (ZMA) application includes a conceptual site plan demonstrating the applicant’s
interest in developing 83 residential units as outlined in a Sketch Plan approved in February of 2021 (SKC20200001). A typical analysis of a zoning map amendment does not consider a specific use, but rather considers
whether the requested zone and all the uses and development permitted within the zone are compatible more
broadly with the surrounding character of a property and with the vision illustrated in the Comprehensive Plan.
Review of specific uses and development is intended to be considered with the relevant development and use
permit applications for the zoning in place at the time of review.
This proposed application, however, is unique in that it aims to follow a larger planning process which is described
within the Comprehensive Plan (Subarea 5.6). The Comprehensive Plan states that “…The development of the
subarea may be guided by a neighborhood planning effort (referenced in Strategy 3.3.S.5) completed in a timely
manner by the County in consultation with the Town and the landowners within the Subarea. Any resulting
neighborhood plan will include options to improve transportation, circulation, and connectivity within and around
the Subarea. An appropriate Flat Creek buffer will also need to be established to ensure the wildlife, natural and
scenic values associated with this community resource are maintained.”
The goal of this proposed application is to follow the neighborhood planning process as described in the
Comprehensive Plan, and set the stage for the future development of the subarea per the plan. This is a first step
for one of the underlying landowners within the subarea to begin setting the stage for future development, and
keeping the landowners existing Suburban entitlements intact (through moving them). The anticipated goal as
communicated from the landowner of this application is that JHHR Holdings I LLC would donate approximately
45-47 acres of the northernmost portion of the subarea within their ownership in order for a portion of the plan’s
anticipated affordable and workforce housing units to be constructed within the areas where more density is
anticipated per the plan. The donation of this northern piece would be to the national nonprofit “Trust for Public
Land” which would facilitate the buildout of the deed restricted units for the JHHR Holdings I LLC portion of the
subarea.

STATUS OF NORTHERN SOUTH PARK NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN
A draft of the Neighborhood Plan was released on April 14, 2022 and the process is winding down through a series
of public meetings to review and adopt the plan. To date, there has been a lot of community support for the draft
“preferred plan” since several changes were made this last winter based on comments from the project Steering
Committee and additional meetings with the landowners. While the plan is a vision document, and does not
include Land Development Regulations (LDRs) or zoning requirements; rather, it sets the stage by providing a
series of guiding principles and checklists which are designed to be used for the creation of future zoning for this
subarea. The County will be going through the process of creating these new zones per the plan, and the property
owners could then choose to apply to use the new zones for their property to follow the goals of the plan. In
addition, to ensure at least 70% of the total new units outlined in the plan are deed restricted units, a zoning
overlay will be created to ensure that this goal is accomplished through any future new rezoning of the properties
for buildout per the plan.

KEY ISSUES

KEY ISSUE 1:

What happens with this rezone application if the Neighborhood Plan is not implemented?

If the neighborhood plan vision is adopted and the landowners do not opt-in to rezone for the density outlined in
the plan and future overlay, this proposed Suburban and Rural-1 zoning amendment would remain in place (if
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approved). Staff has determined that this does not have a negative effect for the subarea, and the impacts are
much the same as current zoning. Essentially, the suburban project would look very similar, just be located
approximately 1,200 feet to the south adjacent to more rural areas within this portion of the County, but would
not take access off of High School Road. This would leave the property along High School Road as Rural until a
future development proposal is approved. This rezone could continue to set the stage for this portion of subarea
5.6 to be utilized for more density, while keeping the areas to the south in the subarea more rural in nature which
is a directive outlined in the Comprehensive Plan for transect planning as seen in the graphic here:

The idea here is that the proposal to move the Suburban to the south regardless of the outcome of a future project
with new density, would fit within the goals of the subarea and that clustering, agricultural and conservation is
consistent within this portion of the subarea.

KEY ISSUE 2:

How will this rezone accomplish the goals of the Neighborhood Plan?

This proposed rezone application allows JHHR Holdings I LLC to preserve existing Suburban entitlements while
being able to donate land to the Trust for Public Land to facilitate the construction of affordable housing units. As
Staff understands the information submitted by the landowner, JHHR Holdings I LLC and the Trust for Public Land
have a agreement for donation of approximately 45 acres along High School Road (not including the existing 3
acre homestead on the corner). This is currently where the Suburban zoning exists. The Trust for Public Land is
not proposing to build any Suburban style projects; therefore the request is that the current landowner retain the
existing Suburban zoning by moving it to the south off of the property anticipated to be donated, and that the
Suburban zoning would be developed as approved in the Sketch Plan (SKC2020-0001) on the southern edge of the
subarea. The Trust for Public Land (TPL) would be given a property zoned Rural (R-1), and TPL would apply for the
new zoning and a Development Plan along High School Road. The timing of the construction of the Suburban
entitlements could begin once Development Plans, subdivision plats, and building permits are issued for that
component. The Trust for Public Land could apply for rezoning and permits after the property is transferred. Staff
has been informed that the Trust for Public Lands project could take many years (10s of years) to see buildout due
to the complex nature of the project and putting together agreements with developers within their piece. More
information specific to the timing and design of the affordable housing projects on this donated property will
come after the transfer of the land occurs, which happens upon approval of this rezoning application.

KEY ISSUE 3:
How can the community ensure that the affordable housing will be constructed in
Northern South Park?
This proposed rezone application does not change the existing entitlements and does not increase density with
the Northern South Park subarea. In order for affordable housing to be constructed as envision in the
neighborhood plan, the property owners would have to apply to rezone their land for future development with
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more density. Because of the neighborhood planning process, it was made clear that there shall be a minimum
percentage of affordable housing units if there is to be an increase in density here. This will be carried out through
the future rezoning process and identified in a new zoning overlay which will require a minimum percentage of
deed restricted affordable housing units to be constructed as a result of the new zoning and the increase in
density. This process is based on the landowners’ willingness to apply for new zoning and to develop differently
than what is allowed under current conditions.
KEY ISSUE 4:

Related Applications: MSC2022-0026

In addition to this Zoning Map Amendment application, the applicant has received approval for one other
application related to this site and project: a request to retain an approved Sketch Plan (MSC2022-0026) along
with this Suburban rezone). That request, which was approved on June 7, 2022, allows the Sketch Plan (SKC20200001) be moved along with this rezone and that the existing conditions within that Sketch Plan remain in place
with this new Suburban location. Because these applications were submitted at different times and have different
review processes, they are not being reviewed simultaneously with this Zoning Map Amendment application.
Application materials for the MSC2022-0026 can be found here.

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS

All reviews received from other departments and advisory agencies are attached.

PUBLIC COMMENT

Notice of this hearing was mailed to property owners within 800 feet of the subject properties and was posted on
the site. A Neighborhood Meeting was also held by the applicant on May 2, 2022 prior to application submittal.
No written public comment has been received as of the publishing of this report.

LEGAL REVIEW
Gingery

RECOMMENDATIONS
PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDATION

The Planning Director recommends APPROVAL of ZMA2022-0002, application received May 6, 2022, based on
the findings recommended below.

PLANNING DIRECTOR RECOMMENDED FINDINGS

Pursuant to Section 8.7.2.C of the Land Development Regulations, the advisability of amending the Official Zoning
Map is a matter committed to the legislative discretion of the Board of County Commissioners and is not controlled
by any one factor. In deciding to adopt or deny a proposed zoning map amendment the Board of County
Commissioners shall consider factors including, but not limited to, the extent to which the proposed amendment:
1. Is consistent with the purposes and organization of the LDRs;
Division 1.3: Purpose and Intent: Based on the legislative discretion of the Board of County Commissioners, these
LDRs are in accordance with the Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan. Their purpose is to implement the
Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan and promote the health, safety, and general welfare of the present and
future inhabitants of the community with the intent listed below.
1.3.1. Implement the Community Vision: Preserve and protect the area’s ecosystem in order to ensure a
healthy environment, community, and economy for current and future generations.
1.3.2. Implement the Common Values of Community Character
Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation
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A. Ecosystem Stewardship
1. Maintain healthy populations of all native species and preserve the ability of future generations
to enjoy the quality natural, scenic, and agricultural resources that largely define our community
character.
2. Consume less nonrenewable energy as a community in the future than we do today.
B. Growth Management
1. Direct future growth into a series of connected, Complete Neighborhoods in order to preserve
critical habitat, scenery and open space in our Rural Areas.
2. The Town of Jackson will continue to be the primary location for jobs, housing, shopping,
educational, and cultural activities.
C. Quality of Life
1. Ensure a variety of workforce housing opportunities exist so that at least 65% of those employed
locally also live locally.
2. Develop a sustainable, vibrant, stable and diversified local economy.
3. Residents and visitors will safely, efficiently, and economically move within our community and
throughout the region using alternative modes of transportation.
4. Timely, efficiently, and safely deliver quality services and facilities in a fiscally responsible and
coordinated manner.
1.3.3. Implement the Illustration of Our Vision
A. Achieve the desired future character identified for each Character District.
B. Implement the policy objectives for each Character District.
C. Achieve the character-defining features identified for each Subarea.
1.3.4. Predictable Regulations, Incentives, and Allowances
A. Ensure standards are consistently applied to similar applications and circumstances.
B. Ensure landowners, the public, and decision-makers know the amount, location, and type of growth to
expect.
C. Use data analysis and best practices to inform standards and implement the adaptive management
philosophy of the Growth Management Program.
1.3.5. Coordination Between Jurisdictions
A. Implement the joint Town/County Vision through coordinated, supportive actions.
B. Maintain a common structure, format, and definitions in Town and County LDRs.
Div. 1.4. Organization of the LDRs: These LDRs constitute the County’s zoning and subdivision regulations. They
have two organizing principles. Primarily, they are organized by zone in order to implement and emphasize the
community’s character-based planning approach. Secondarily, to provide ease of use, they are organized to
answer three questions:
• What can be built or physically developed?
• What uses are allowed?
• How can the land be developed or subdivided?
Can be made. This proposed amendment complies with the intent outlined in the Northern South Park Subarea
5.6 of the Comprehensive Plan including the Growth Management, Quality of Life, and Ecosystem Stewardship
policies listed above. The intent for this area is that it will be developed and is shown as a “transitional” area
where future density could be added adjacent to the Town of Jackson. This rezone to move the existing Suburban
to the south of the subarea complies with this vision by setting the stage for development to occur per the
Neighborhood Planning Process as envisioned in the Comprehensive Plan. In addition, this rezone in itself is a “no
net increase” with regards to any impacts for the site because it retains existing acreages in Rural and Suburban,
therefore there is no change other than moving the Suburban to the south of the property, and the future
Suburban development would no longer take access off of High School Road.
Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation
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2. Improves implementation of the desired future character defined in the Illustration of Our Vision
chapter of the Comprehensive Plan;
Can be made. From a Countywide perspective much of the county has been reserved for large lots (rural rezone
process) to protect the County’s rural character while supporting the Ecosystem Stewardship goals of Chapter 1
in the Comprehensive Plan through the use of Growth Management. Many areas of the County have been
reserved for protection. This particular property has been identified as “transitional” meaning that this site is
where development should occur in order to further support these goals. This approach removes development
pressures from areas farther away from central locations such as the Town of Jackson. This location is adjacent
to town, within walking distance to services, is within an area supported by transit and pathways, and as such is
identified as a logical place for growth. This allows for protection of other areas in the County which are not in an
ideal location for growth due more remote distances and lack of services which increases impacts to wildlife and
the natural environment (such as increased vehicle miles traveled).
3. Is necessary to address changing conditions or a public necessity; and
Can Be Made. This proposed rezone application allows the landowners to retain development rights while
simultaneously donating a portion of their property (which is proposed as Rural zoning in this application) for the
future development of affordable housing. While it will take some time for a project to be constructed, this
rezoning will support the land donation for future deed restricted housing is addressing one of the largest public
necessities in existence today with regards to the lack of affordable housing.
4. Is consistent with the other adopted County Resolutions.
Can Be Made. Staff finds that the application is consistent with other County Resolutions. Consistency of any
future use and development with County Resolutions will be evaluated at the time such applications are
submitted.

ATTACHMENTS
•
•
•

Application and supporting documentation from the applicant
Departmental Reviews
SKC2020-0001 packet and information can be found here

SUGGESTED MOTION
I move to recommend APPROVAL of ZMA2022-0002, application received May 6, 2022, to rezone 26.67 acres of
Suburban (S-TC) to Rural (R-1) and concurrently rezone 26.67 acres of Rural (R-1) to Suburban (S-TC), being able
to make the findings of LDR Section 8.7.2.

Service ● Excellence ● Collaboration ● Accountability ● Positivity ● Innovation
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By Heather Thompson at 4:27 pm, May 06, 2022

PLANNING PERMIT APPLICATION
Planning & Building Services Department
Planning Division
200 S. Willow St.
P.O. Box 1727
Jackson, WY 83001

Fees Paid

For Office Use Only

$1,500
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Application #s
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www.tetoncountywy.gov

Credit Card

Cash

ZMA2022-0002

PROJECT
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JHHR Zoning Map Amendment

Physical Address:

1500 South Park Loop Road; Hereford Ranch Tract 1; Revised Hereford Ranch Tract 10

Lot, Subdivision:

N/A

PIDN:

22-40-16-06-3-00-005; 22-40-16-06-3-00-012; 22-40-16-06-3-00-015

OWNER
Name:

JHHR Holdings I, LLC

Mailing Address:

2505 Shootin Iron Ranch Road

E‐mail:

nikki@jhherefordranch.com

Phone:
ZIP: 83001

APPLICANT/AGENT
Name:

Agent: SJ Planning Solutions

Mailing Address:

PO Box 523, Jackson

E‐mail:

susan@SJplanningsolutions.com

Phone: 307-413-2694
ZIP: 83001

DESIGNATED PRIMARY CONTACT
Owner

X

Applicant/Agent

TYPE OF APPLICATION Check all that apply; see the applicable application submittal checklists and Planning Fee Schedule online.
Use Permit

Physical Development

Interpretations

Basic Use

Sketch Plan

Formal Interpretation

Conditional Use

Development Plan

Zoning Compliance Verification

Special Use
Relief from the LDRs

Development Option/Subdivision

Administrative Adjustment

Development Option Plan

Variance

Subdivision Plat

Beneficial Use Determination

Boundary Adjustment (replat)

Appeal of an Admin. Decision

Boundary Adjustment (no plat)

Planning Permit Application

1

Amendments to the LDRs
LDR Text Amendment

X

Zoning Map Amendment
Planned Unit Development

Updated 4/15/2019

May 6, 2022

Teton County Planning and Building
PO Box 1727
200 S. Willow Street
Jackson, WY 83001
RE: Application Submittal for Suburban/R-1 Zoning Map Amendment on JHHR Holdings I Property
Dear Ryan,
Attached for sufficiency review, please find the Zoning Map Amendment application for the JHHR Holdings I
LLC property south of High School Road and east of South Park Loop Road. As more specifically detailed in
the Narrative description of the Zoning Map Amendment in these application materials, the applicant is
requesting a Zoning Map Amendment (ZMA) that would rezone 25.67 acres of land zoned Suburban to Rural1 (R-1), and simultaneously rezone 25.67 acres of land 300 feet to the south that is currently zoned R-1 to
Suburban, in alignment with the recently released Neighborhood Plan Preferred Alternative.
The submittal consists of the following:
• Application fee of $1,500.00 for a Zoning Map Amendment;
• Application Materials containing the Planning Permit Application together with supporting materials
as required by the PreApplication Conference Checklist of Submittal Requirements;
• Appendices
o Existing and Proposed Zoning Map
o Neighborhood Meeting Summary
o Conceptual Site Plan
An electronic copy has been delivered to permits@tetoncountywy.gov. Please contact me should you have
any questions or if you require additional information. I look forward to working with you on this application.
Thank you for your assistance.
Best Regards,

Susan Johnson
SJ Planning Solutions
Enclosures

Zoning Map Amendment Application Narrative
Applicants: JHHR Holdings I LLC
Address/Location: 1500 South Park Loop Road; Hereford Ranch Tract 1; Revised Hereford Ranch Tract 10
Request
The Northern South Park Neighborhood Plan (Neighborhood Plan) calls for a density transition to occur
from north to south, with higher intensity development located along High School Road and lower
density transitioning to the south. This protects the rural character of the southern approach into the
Town of Jackson and makes efficient use of existing infrastructure, transit and services. The applicant is
requesting a Zoning Map Amendment (ZMA) that would rezone 25.67 acres of land zoned Suburban to
Rural-1 (R-1), and simultaneously rezone 25.67 acres of land 300 feet to the south that is currently
zoned R-1 to Suburban. Because new zoning has not yet been adopted to implement the Neighborhood
Plan, the R-1 zoning is requested where the current Suburban zoning is located to act as a placeholder
until new regulations are adopted. Approval of this ZMA clears the way for future higher density zoning
to be located along High School Road, in alignment with the Neighborhood Plan. These rezone requests
are dependent on one another, therefore staff determined at the Preapplication Conference, held on
April 22, 2022, that only one ZMA application would be required. The maps included with this
application in Appendix A depict the rezone requests visually.
Existing Conditions/Background
The applicant owns 100 acres along High School Road and South Park Loop Road within the larger 225acre Northern South Park (NSP) Subarea. The majority of the land is in agricultural use, with the
exception of a small historic homestead on the corner of High School Road and South Park Loop Road.
The historic homestead parcel contains an existing nonconforming shed, which is set back approximately
20 feet from the South Park Loop Road right-of-way, where a 25-foot setback is required. At this time,
the shed is proposed to remain, along with the homestead. The entire property is flat, contains no steep
slopes or unstable soils, no fault areas, and is outside of FEMA regulated floodplains, and is outside of
the Wildlife Urban Interface, as well.
The larger 225-acre Northern South Park area is designated as Subarea 5.6 in the Jackson/Teton County
Comprehensive Plan (Comp Plan) and has been the subject of a 1.5-year public Neighborhood Planning
process undertaken by Teton County and the Town of Jackson. The majority of the 100 acres (73.4
acres) is zoned Rural-1 (R-1) and 26.6 acres is zoned Suburban. The Suburban zone allows lots similar in
size to the lots directly to the north of High School Road along Rangeview Drive. With the Neighborhood
Plan calling for high density residential housing along High School Road, the Suburban zone will need to
move to the south in order to enable the higher density to the north envisioned in the Neighborhood
Plan. All of the land in NSP is within the Scenic Resources Overlay (SRO). The property is not within the
Natural Resources Overlay (NRO).
On April 14, 2022, the Neighborhood Plan was released for public review, showing higher density
development on the northern portion of the site, with the density decreasing farther to the south. The
Plan also shows the Suburban zoning shifted 300’ to the southern end of the Subarea in order to locate
higher density development in the northern part of the site (see Figure 5 on the following page from the
NSP Neighborhood Plan):
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The area designated in Figure 5 (above) as the “Optional Relocation of Suburban Zoning” is currently
zoned R-1. The purpose of this Zoning Map Amendment request is to initiate the “Optional Relocation of
Suburban Zoning” by rezoning 25.67 acres of land zoned R-1 to Suburban. Simultaneously, the 25.67
acres of land currently zoned Suburban will be rezoned to R-1, which will essentially act as a zoning
“placeholder” until new zoning regulations are adopted for NSP. This Zoning Map Amendment is in
direct response to, and will help achieve, the vision of the Plan. It will also enable the donation of 45
acres of land in the exact location called for by the Plan for higher density deed restricted workforce
housing. A small piece of land (0.93 acres) where the existing homestead cabin is located on the corner
of High School Road and South Park Loop Road will continue to be zoned Suburban in order to keep the
historic cabin as-is.
On March 2, 2021 a Sketch Plan (SKC2020-0001) was approved on the Suburban zoned land for up to 84
single family lots. As a separate application (MSC2022-0026) we are requesting that the approved
SKC2020-0001 serve as the sketch plan for the 25.67 acres of land to be rezoned Suburban, which will
allow the applicant to proceed to Development Plan prior to the expiration of SKC2020-0001.
As background, in 1994, when Teton County rezoned all private lands in the County from the previous
1978 land use districts to the 1994 zoning districts, the County placed a Suburban zoning designation on
a 35-acre triangular-shaped parcel owned at the time by the Porter Trust, part of 900 acres held by the
Porter Trust in South Park. Prior to the County’s 1994 rezone, the 35 acres (along with most of South
Park) were allowed 1 unit per 3 acres by the 1978 Teton County Land Use and Development Regulations
(LUDRs). See below from the 8th Printing of the LUDRs, page xii:
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To compensate the landowner for the loss in value due to the zoning change from 1 unit per 3 acres to 1
unit per 35 acres, the County zoned the 35 acres Suburban.
Then in 2009, the Porter Trust’s assets were divided between the Gills and the Lockharts pursuant to a
lengthy and complex arbitration proceeding, which among other things allocated 26 acres of the
Suburban zoned land to the Gills, and 9 acres of Suburban zoned land to the Lockharts.
During the 2016 Rural update, the Suburban zoning designation remained on the 35 acres in Northern
South Park as legacy zoning.
Proposal
The applicant is requesting a Zoning Map Amendment (ZMA) that will simultaneously:
1. Rezone 25.67 acres of the existing 26.60 acres of Suburban zoned land along High School Road
to R-1. These “northern 25+” acres of R-1 will act as a placeholder until a new zoning district and
associated zoning regulations are adopted consistent with the Neighborhood Plan.
2. Rezone an identically sized 25.67-acre portion of land currently zoned R-1 to Suburban on the
Revised Hereford Ranch Tract 10 (“southern 25+”).
This Zoning Map Amendment will serve the following purposes:

1. It achieves the vision of the NSP Neighborhood Plan and the goals of the
Community’s Illustration of Our Vision outlined in the Comp Plan, by enabling the
highest density development to be located adjacent to Town and locating the lessdense Suburban development at the south end of Northern South Park, adjacent to
large agricultural tracts of land.
2. It clears the Suburban development from the exact location called for by the
Neighborhood Plan for high-density residential development. The Gill Family could
then donate 45 acres in that exact location to the Trust for Public Land.
3. TPL could then begin to design and facilitate the potential development of the 45
acres, which will include the northern 25 acres, plus an additional 20 acres, as 100%
deed-restricted workforce housing and public park spaces.

The proposed Zoning Map Amendment aligns with the Neighborhood Plan and with discussions the
Board of County Commissioners had during the public hearings for approval of the Suburban Sketch Plan
(SKC2020-0001). The Commissioners discussed moving the Suburban zoned lands to the south portion
of Subarea 5.6, with the knowledge that there would be a forthcoming neighborhood planning effort
that would attempt to locate more dense development closer to High School Road. At the time, the Gills
stated that they would be open to that idea. Now with the Neighborhood Plan clearly showing the
“Optional Relocation of the Suburban Zoning to the Southern end of NSP,” the Gill family is initiating the
ZMA application process to move the Suburban zoned land to the south to facilitate the development of
100% deed-restricted homes on 45 acres of free land, adjacent to Town.
As a result of aligning 25+-sketch-plan-approved-acres with the location shown in the Neighborhood
Plan, the community then benefits from a 45 acre donation for a meaningful number of local workers
and their families to be housed in 100% deed restricted units in the closest proximity to existing schools,
day cares, playfields, local grocery shopping, dental and medical clinics, pathways into Town, and along
an existing START Bus route on High School Road, allowing for convenient alternative transportation
options, including walking, cycling, and bus ridership.
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Findings for Approval
The advisability of amending the Official Zoning Map is a matter committed to the legislative discretion
of the Board of County Commissioners and is not controlled by any one factor. In deciding to adopt or
deny a proposed zoning map amendment the Board of County Commissioners shall consider factors
including, but not limited to, the extent to which the proposed amendment:
1. Is consistent with the purposes and organization of the LDRs;
Division 1.3: Purpose and Intent: Based on the legislative discretion of the Board of County
Commissioners, these LDRs are in accordance with the Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan.
Their purpose is to implement the Jackson/Teton County Comprehensive Plan and promote the health,
safety, and general welfare of the present and future inhabitants of the community with the intent listed
below.
1.3.1. Implement the Community Vision: Preserve and protect the area’s ecosystem in order to
ensure a healthy environment, community, and economy for current and future
generations.
1.3.2. Implement the Common Values of Community Character
A. Ecosystem Stewardship
1. Maintain healthy populations of all native species and preserve the ability of future
generations to enjoy the quality natural, scenic, and agricultural resources that largely
define our community character.
2. Consume less nonrenewable energy as a community in the future than we do today.
B. Growth Management
1. Direct future growth into a series of connected, Complete Neighborhoods in order to
preserve critical habitat, scenery and open space in our Rural Areas.
2. The Town of Jackson will continue to be the primary location for jobs, housing,
shopping, educational, and cultural activities.
C. Quality of Life
1. Ensure a variety of workforce housing opportunities exist so that at least 65% of
those employed locally also live locally.
2. Develop a sustainable, vibrant, stable and diversified local economy.
3. Residents and visitors will safely, efficiently, and economically move within our
community and throughout the region using alternative modes of transportation.
4. Timely, efficiently, and safely deliver quality services and facilities in a fiscally
responsible and coordinated manner.
1.3.3. Implement the Illustration of Our Vision
A. Achieve the desired future character identified for each Character District.
B. Implement the policy objectives for each Character District.
C. Achieve the character-defining features identified for each Subarea.
1.3.4. Predictable Regulations, Incentives, and Allowances
A. Ensure standards are consistently applied to similar applications and circumstances.
B. Ensure landowners, the public, and decision-makers know the amount, location, and type
of growth to expect.
C. Use data analysis and best practices to inform standards and implement the adaptive
management philosophy of the Growth Management Program.
1.3.5. Coordination Between Jurisdictions
A. Implement the joint Town/County Vision through coordinated, supportive actions.
B. Maintain a common structure, format, and definitions in Town and County LDRs.
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Div. 1.4. Organization of the LDRs: These LDRs constitute the County’s zoning and subdivision
regulations. They have two organizing principles. Primarily, they are organized by zone in order to
implement and emphasize the community’s character-based planning approach. Secondarily, to
provide ease of use, they are organized to answer three questions:
• What can be built or physically developed?
• What uses are allowed?
• How can the land be developed or subdivided?
Can Be Made. The proposed ZMA implements the Community’s Vision as depicted in Northern South
Park Neighborhood Plan, which went through an extensive public process to put high density workforce
housing in the northern part of NSP where the Suburban zone is currently located.
The proposed ZMA implements all three common values of community character. It implements
Ecosystem Stewardship by allowing local workforce housing to be located in an area of low habitat value
that has been designated by the Comp Plan as being an appropriate place for residential development.
Housing our workers locally will result in fewer vehicle miles traveled, which will consume less
nonrenewable energy than having workers commute. It implements Growth Management by directing
higher density future growth into a Complete Neighborhood, adjacent to Town, where jobs, schools,
shopping and daily local conveniences are located.
It implements Quality of Life by ensuring a variety of housing types that are deed-restricted for the
workforce will be located adjacent to the economic hub of Jackson, close to START Bus routes, schools
and the existing pathway system to allow for alternative modes of transportation.
The proposed ZMA implements the Illustration of Our Vision, which visually depicts a policy to have the
highest density development adjacent to Town with development becoming less dense as you move
farther away from Town, so that lower density housing interfaces with larger tracts of land, including
agricultural properties that are found directly south of Northern South Park, as illustrated in the Comp
Plan below:

The proposed ZMA also achieves the desired future character and achieves the defining features for
Subarea 5.6, as described in Factor #2.
The ZMA provides predictability and coordination between jurisdictions by utilizing the “Optional
Relocation of Suburban Zoning” as depicted in Figure 5 of the NSP Neighborhood Plan, which was a Plan
coordinated between Jackson and Teton County.
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2. Improves implementation of the desired future character defined in the Illustration of our Vision
chapter of the Comprehensive Plan;
Can Be Made. The ZMA improves the implementation of the desired future character of Subarea 5.6,
Northern South Park, which has been the subject of a 1.5-year public neighborhood planning process
undertaken by Teton County and the Town of Jackson. The recently released Neighborhood Plan shows
higher density development on the northern portion of the site, with the density decreasing farther to
the south. The Plan also shows the Suburban zoning shifted 300’ to the southern end of the Subarea in
order to locate higher density development in the northern part of the site (see Figure 5 on page 1 of
this document and Figure 17 below, both from the Neighborhood Plan):

3. Is necessary to address changing conditions or a public necessity; and
Can Be Made. The ZMA is necessary to respond to the recently released Neighborhood Plan for
Northern South Park, which was a public neighborhood planning effort that was begun to provide an
opportunity to meaningfully tackle our community’s deepening housing crisis.
4. Is consistent with the other adopted County Resolutions.
Can Be Made. The proposed ZMA is consistent with all of the adopted County Resolutions.
Proposed Development Program
The proposed ZMA itself will not change the development potential or density allowed for Northern
South Park. The proposed ZMA is simply changing the location of where 84 units of Suburban density is
located. The ZMA is in alignment with, and in response to, the Neighborhood Plan. The ZMA will make
way for the new higher density zoning regulations to be zoned in this location, as called for by the
Neighborhood Plan, and therefore facilitate the development of Subarea 5.6 in a manner consistent
with the Comprehensive Plan.
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R-1

S-TC

Environmental
Standards

Subject property
outside of the NRO;
however,
Environmental
Standards applicable

Subject property outside of
the NRO; however,
Environmental Standards
applicable

Subdivision

35-acre minimum
lot size

12,000 sf minimum lot size
Condominium/Townhouse
Subdivision Allowed

Summary
While setbacks from natural
resources like rivers, streams and
wetlands apply to both zones,
development in both R-1 and S-TC
zone are required to perform an
Environmental Analysis, unless
exempted per a MSC EA Exemption
Request
The R-1 zone does not allow any
further subdivision, but the
proposed S-TC zone could allow for
subdivision to a maximum of
approximately 83 lots.
The Suburban zone also allows for
Condominium/Townhouse
subdivision, which could produce
smaller individual lots with a
shared common area.

Development
Options

Planned Residential
Development (PRD),
Complete
Neighborhood PRD,
and Floor Area
Option
26 acres of R-1
allows 10,000 sf of
residential
development

Complete
Neighborhood
Planned Residential
Development (CNPRD)

The R-1 and S-TC zone could be
part of a CN-PRD where density
increase is granted in exchange for
conserved open space in a rural
area.

26 acres of Suburban allows
369,369 sf of residential
development

Both the S-TC and R-1 zones allow
any individual detached singlefamily unit a maximum floor area
of 10,000 sf, which is cumulatively
a greater floor area in the S-TC
zone due to the number of lots
permitted.

Maximum Site
Development

60,309 sf

453,024 sf

The proposed S-TC zone could
allow more than 7 times the
amount of site development than
the R-1 zone.

Height

30’

24’: residential

The proposed S-TC zone allows a
maximum height of residential
structures of 24’ which is less than
the 30’ maximum height allowed in
the R-1 zone.

Maximum Floor
Area

uses
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Allowed Uses

+ Accessory
Residential Unit
+Home
Occupation
+Home Business
+Family Home
Daycare

+ Outdoor Recreation
+ Dormitory
+ Group Home
+ Outfitter/Tour Operator
+ Assembly
+ Home Daycare Center
+ Temp Real Estate Office

While R-1 allows for 1 ARU per
single family dwelling, the S-TC
zone allows additional residential
uses and some nonresidential uses
and no ARUs.

Parking
All parking within the Suburban and R-1 zones is required to be located on site.
Workforce/Affordable Housing
All required workforce and affordable housing will be provided at the time of Building Permit in
accordance with Teton County Regulations.
Infrastructure
A Traffic Statement prepared by Jorgensen Associates, dated September 14, 2020, was provided with
SKC2020-0001 and is on file with the Teton County Planning Department. A copy can be provided at the
County’s request. Additionally, the Town of Jackson has provided a letter to the applicant approving
water and sewer service for 84 single family homes in the Suburban zone.
Existing and Proposed Zoning Map
Please see Appendix A.
Neighborhood Meeting Summary
Please see Appendix B.
Conceptual Site Plan
Please see Appendix C

APPENDIX A

TC Planned Unit Development - Rural 2
(PUD R2)
TC Planned Unit Development - Rural 3
(PUD R3)

TC Suburban (S)

TC Suburban (S)

TOJ Planned Unit Development Neighborhood Low Density-3 (PUD NL-3)

TOJ Planned Unit Development Neighborhood Low Density-3 (PUD NL-3)

Homestead
Suburban Zoning
0.93 Acres

"Northern 26+"
Existing Suburban Lands
26.60 Acres

High School Road

South Park Loop Road

South Park Loop Road

High School Road

"Southern 25+"
Existing Rural-1 Lands
25.67 Acres

"Northern
"Northern25+"
26+"
Rezoned
Rural-1 Lands
Existing Suburban
Lands
25.67
26.60Acres
Acres

"Southern 25+"
Rezoned Suburban Lands
25.67 Acres

Revisions
#
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03.10.22
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-
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-

-
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-
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1
L100

Existing Zoning Map
Scale: 1" = 500'

Plan

2
L100

1000

Proposed Zoning Map
Amendment
-Suburban / Rural-1
Rezone

Proposed Zoning Map
Scale: 1" = 500'

Project # 2004

TC Planned Unit Development - Rural 2
(PUD R2)
TC Planned Unit Development - Rural 3
(PUD R3)

landscape architecture
land planning

TC Rural 1 (R1)

Teton County, Wyoming

TC Rural 1 (R1)

1130 maple way #2C
po box 3074
jackson, wy 83001
v: 307.413.5123
info@agrostisinc.com

Zoning Legend

JHHR Holdings I, LLC agrostis, inc.

Zoning Legend

Plan

L100

APPENDIX B

Neighborhood Meeting, May 2, 2022
JHHR Holdings I, LLC Zoning Map Amendment (Suburban and Rural-1)
SUMMARY REPORT
Attachments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Neighbor Notice Letter
Photos of Posted Notice Signs
List of Neighbors receiving mailed notice
Meeting Attendee List
Power Point Presentation
Summary of questions/discussion items

April 22, 2022
Dear Neighbor,
This letter is being sent to invite you to a neighborhood meeting via Zoom scheduled
for May 2, 2022 at 5:30 p.m. on our proposal for a Zoning Map Amendment (rezone).
The proposal is to rezone 25.67 acres of land currently zoned Suburban to Rural-1 (R1), and simultaneously rezone 25.67 acres of land currently zoned R-1 to Suburban.
This proposal is the key to creating affordable and workforce housing as envisioned
by the County’s preferred alternative Neighborhood Plan.
The applicant owns 26.60 acres of land currently zoned Suburban along High School
Road and South Park Loop Road (see attached green and yellow map). This Suburban
zoned land is within the larger 225-acre Northern South Park (Subarea 5.6). A
Neighborhood Plan (the Plan) for Northern South Park was recently released for
public review, showing higher density development on the northern portion of the site,
with the density decreasing further to the south. The Plan also shows the Suburban
zoning shifted 300’ to the southern end of the Subarea in order to locate higher density
development in the northern part of the site (see Figure 5 below from the Northern
South Park Neighborhood Plan):

MEETING DAY, TIME AND
LOCATION
May 2, 2022
5:30 pm
Via Zoom
Meeting ID: 894 0451 3130
Password: 917024
PROPOSAL NAME AND
LOCATION
Suburban Rezone
SPL & HS Road
ZONING INFORMATION
25.67 acres of Suburban and
25.67 acres of Rural-1 (R-1)
PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION
Rezone 25.67 acres of R-1 to
Suburban and Rezone 25.67
acres of Suburban to R-1
HELPFUL RESOURCES
• Neighborhood Plan can
be found online at
Jackson/Teton County
Long-Range Planning:

•

http://jacksontetonpla
n.com/340/Subarea56-Northern-SouthPark-Neighborh
Jackson/Teton County
Land Development
Regulations:

http://tetoncountywy.g
ov/1188/Comprehensi
ve-Plan-LDRs
The 25.67-acre area designated in Figure 5 above as the “Optional Relocation of
Suburban Zoning” is currently zoned R-1. The purpose of this Zoning Map
Amendment request is to facilitate the “Optional Relocation of Suburban Zoning” by
rezoning that 25.67 acres of land from R-1 to Suburban. Simultaneously, the 25.67
acres of land currently zoned Suburban will be rezoned to R-1, which will essentially
act as a zoning “placeholder” until new zoning regulations are approved for Northern
South Park. This Zoning Map Amendment is in direct response to, and will help
achieve, the vision of the Plan. It will also enable the donation of 45 acres of land in
the exact location called for by the Plan for higher density deed restricted workforce
housing.

A small piece of land (0.93 acres) where the existing homestead cabin is located on the corner of High School Road
and South Park Loop Road will continue to be zoned Suburban in order to keep the cabin as-is.
This virtual neighborhood informational meeting is where you can learn about this Zoning Map Amendment.
The proposed site for the rezone is located south of High School Road and along South Park Loop Road. State Parcel
Identification Numbers are 22-40-16-06-3-00-005, 22-40-16-06-3-00-012, and 22-40-16-06-3-00-015. Please see
attached map and below legal description of project site.
You are receiving this letter as a property owner within 800 feet of the land proposed for the rezone. If you are
unable to attend the meeting, but would like to provide input or ask questions, please contact me via email at
susan@SJplanningsolutions.com.
Sincerely,
Susan Johnson for JHHR Holdings I, LLC
Location Description (see Map on following page)
Location:
Legal Description:
PIDN:
Zoning:
Overlay:

South of High School Road along South Park Loop Road
1500 South Park Loop Road and Revised Hereford Ranch Tracts 1 and 10
22-40-16-06-3-00-005, 22-40-16-06-3-00-012 and 22-40-16-06-3-00-015
Suburban and Rural-1 (R-1)
Scenic Resources Overlay (SRO)

Name
Address 1
3 CREEK RANCH GOLF CLUB
2800 RANCH HOUSE CIR
ASPEN CREEK HOUSING LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
1277 W SHORELINE LN
BARBER, CODY C. REVOCABLE TRUST
8950 MEANDER WAY
BEAVER SLIDE LLC
PO BOX 2812
BEBOUT, ELI & FREMONT SHEEP, CO
PO BOX 112
BERGE, KRISTIAN N. & HEBARD, LELA M.
PO BOX 10486
BIG MOUNTAIN ENTERPRISES, LLC
PO BOX 1513
BISON RANCH LLC
112 W JEFFERSON BLVD STE 200
BOGEN,JOAN KEMMLER & JOHN W.
2001 CORNER CREEK LN, #76
BOULDER BASIN LLC
PO BOX 3674
BOWDLER, SCOTT SAXER & LORI LEE
PO BOX 7109
BOYNTON, BRYON B. & CARRIE A. REVOCABLE TRUSTS
2001 CORNER CREEK LN #43
BRENCE, RAYMOND J. JR. REVOCABLE TRUST
PO BOX 186
BROWN, DIANA K. TRUST
PO BOX 1214
BRUINS DEVELOPMENT, LLC
PO BOX 12109
BURKE, KEVIN MICHAEL & CAROLYN COLEMAN TRUSTEES
PO BOX 624
CEDAR CREEK II HOUSING LIMITED PARTNERSHIP C/O SYRINGA PROPER1277 W SHORELINE LN
CELESTINE, SARAH & CELESTINE, GERALD
8038 BLACK BEAR RD
CERNICEK, DAVID N. & MARY C.
PO BOX 4457
CLARK, DONNA
PO BOX 7683
CLARK-ERICKSON REVOCABLE TRUST
PO BOX 426
COMMUNITY BIBLE CHURCH OF JACKSON HOLE INC.
PO BOX 7700
CORBAT, NICOLE A.
2192 WILLOW BRANCH COURT, UNIT 6
CORE VENTURES LLC
PO BOX 1845
COTTONWOOD PARK ASSOCIATES
PO BOX 2282
COTTONWOOD PARK ASSOCIATION C/O GTPM
PO BOX 2282
DAMALAS, CHRISTINA & HODGES, MICHAEL, JR.
PO BOX 3133
FAGAN, CHRISTOPHER T. & SARA E.
PO BOX 4961
FARNSWORTH, ALAN K. & WENDY A. LIVING TRUST
PO BOX 9007
FIGG, JONATHAN A. & CAMILLE S. MEILLIJORPO BOX 8010
FISHMAN, MARK HOWARD ET AL
655 MEADOWLARK RD
FLYNT, CRISP BRADLEY JR. & ANN ADAIR ESSARY C/O HOLLAND & HART PO BOX 68
FRESE, SARAH P. TRUSTEE & FRESE, CALVIN W. JR. TRUSTEE
2695 W TRUMPETER SWAN LN

Address 2
JACKSON, WY 83001-9545
BOISE, ID 83702-6870
JACKSON, WY 83001-8961
JACKSON, WY 83001-2812
RIVERTON, WY 82501-0037
JACKSON, WY 83002-0486
JACKSON, WY 83001-1513
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601-1936
JACKSON, WY 83001-9277
JACKSON, WY 83001-3674
JACKSON, WY 83002-7109
JACKSON, WY 83001-9276
JACKSON, WY 83001-0186
JACKSON, WY 83001-1214
JACKSON, WY 83002-2109
JACKSON, WY 83001-0624
BOISE, ID 83702-6870
HARRISONVILLE, PA 17228-9224
JACKSON, WY 83001-4457
JACKSON, WY 83002-7683
JACKSON, WY 83001-0426
JACKSON, WY 83002
JACKSON, WY 83001
JACKSON, WY 83001-1845
JACKSON, WY 83001
JACKSON, WY 83001-2282
JACKSON, WY 83001-3133
JACKSON, WY 83001-4961
JACKSON, WY 83002-9007
JACKSON, WY 83002-8010
JACKSON, WY 83001-9439
JACKSON, WY 83001-0068
JACKSON, WY 83001-9554

FULLER, HOLLY R.
PO BOX 3727
GILLETTE, CLAUDIA TRUSTEE
2001 CORNER CREEK LN, #40
GOSINSKI, JEREMY J. & TERESA
PO BOX 4792
HEILIG, DANIEL F. & LICHTENFELS, CHRISTINE C.
9 JUNIPER DR
HOLDING, RANDALL S. & DARILYN S.
PO BOX 3954
HOLIK, ROBERT & RENEE TRUSTEES
PO BOX 9236
HOLLINGSWORTH, SHANE & SUSAN LIVING TRUST
2001 CORNER CREEK LN UNIT 6
HONG, REX T.
PO BOX 1467
HORSTMANN, WILLIAM B. & MADISON D.
2001 CORNER CREEK LN #48
JACKSON HEIGHTS, LLC
3311 E 11TH ST
JACKSON HOLE HEREFORD RANCH LLC
2505 SHOOTIN IRON RANCH RD
JESSE, DENNIS G. & BAUR, DONNA M.
2001 CORNER CREEK LN, #42
JHHR HOLDINGS I LLC
2505 SHOOTIN IRON RANCH RD
JOHNSON, CHRISTOPHER B.
145 NAUTILUS DR
JOHNSON, HAL D. JR. & DEANA R.
PO BOX 759
JOHNSON, KYLE M. & SUSAN W.
PO BOX 8972
JORDAN, CATHERINE L. REVOCABLE TRUST
2900 W HORIZON RIDGE PKWY STE 101
JUDSON, DEAN TRUST
PO BOX 3213
KELLER, J.R. LIVING TRUST
PO BOX 3904
KIRKEGAARD, INGER MARIE
PO BOX 7969
KRAUSE, KELLY G. & LYNETTE A.
PO BOX 415
LEEKS CANYON RANCH, LLC ET AL
PO BOX 1513
LEEKS CANYON, LLC
PO BOX 1513
LEONI, SAGHI & LAUREN
PO BOX 9462
MCNULTY, PETER J.
PO BOX 3374
MELEHES, MICHELLE ADRIENNE TRUSTEE
PO BOX 8674
MITHA/BROOKS LIVING TRUST
PO BOX 10727
MORGAN, STANFORD L. & ADRIANA M.
PO BOX 10801
MOSER, VELDON & SHAREE
PO BOX 8579
MOTIVALA, ALEXANDER
PO BOX 1865
MUROMCEW, ALEXANDER L. & JOOHEE L.
PO BOX 11897
NELSON, ROBERT A. & TRACY FRANKOVICH
2001 CORNER CREEK LANE, UNIT 35
NETHERCOTT, LEROY
PO BOX 9878
NIEMI REVOCABLE TRUST NIEMI, DOUGLAS C. & DONNA W., TRUSTEES 2001 CORNER CREEK LN, #74

JACKSON, WY 83001-3727
JACKSON, WY 83001-9276
JACKSON, WY 83001-4792
LANDER, WY 82520-9639
JACKSON, WY 83001-3954
JACKSON, WY 83002
JACKSON, WY 83001-9275
JACKSON, WY 83001-1467
JACKSON, WY 83001-9276
VANCOUVER, WA 98661-5330
JACKSON, WY 83001-9493
JACKSON, WY 83001-9276
JACKSON, WY 83001-9493
MADISON, WI 53705-4329
JACKSON, WY 83001-0759
JACKSON, WY 83002-8972
HENDERSON, NV 89052-5014
JACKSON, WY 83001-3213
JACKSON, WY 83001-3904
JACKSON, WY 83002-7969
JACKSON, WY 83001-0415
JACKSON, WY 83001-1513
JACKSON, WY 83001
JACKSON, WY 83002-9462
JACKSON, WY 83001-3374
JACKSON, WY 83002-8674
JACKSON, WY 83002-0727
JACKSON, WY 83002-0801
JACKSON, WY 83002-8579
WILSON, WY 83014-1865
JACKSON, WY 83002
JACKSON, WY 83001-9276
JACKSON, WY 83002-9878
JACKSON, WY 83001-9277

NISBET, WILLIAM THOMAS TRUSTEE
NOCK, ANDREW J. & SAMANTHA A. & NOCK, RAYMOND J.
O'NEILL RENTAL PROPERTIES, LLC
OKANO, LLC
OLSON, JEFFREY A. & ANNA E.
ORTH, JOHN HENRY & CATHY JO
PATRIDGE, NATHANIEL D. & FLOWERS, MARTINA RENEE
PIKER, MICHAEL B. & MEAGAN M.
POLZIN, JACQUELINE E. & FIENHAGE, STEPHEN J.
POPE, BAYARD F., IV & ALEXANDRA KEENAN
PRIEBE, RONALD L. & KAREN L.
RENCO LLC
RICHARD, ANDREA L.
ROYGBIV, LLC
SANCHEZ, GERMAN MARQUINASANDERS, DIXIE LEE
SCHLAGER, WILLIAM & NANCY
SCOTT, ANDREW LIVING TRUST & LEIS, SARAH
SKINNER, JANICE & BARRY
SM-EM TRUST, THE
STALKER, PETER III & ANNE G. TRUSTEES
STARFALL WYOMING LLC
SYMONS, CHARLES & VIRGINIA
TETON COUNTY
TETON COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT #1
TOMPKINS, WAYNE A. & KATHLEEN M.
TOWN OF JACKSON
TOWN OF JACKSON, WYOMING
TWIN SCALES, LLC
VEBER, JILL D. & FINK, RAYMOND K.
WARD, TRAVIS L. & GORDON, MARGARET E.
WELCH, WILLIAM E. & TRACIE FIFER
WEMPLE, ROBERT E.
WHITE LIVING TRUST

PO BOX 347
PO BOX 163
2001 CORNER CREEK LN UNIT 27
4216 S ABINADI RD
PO BOX 4518
1121 GREENPARK DR
PO BOX 8903
PO BOX 12447
PO BOX 10823
PO BOX 403
5038 GRAFTON DR
PO BOX 9767
PO BOX 1942
PO BOX 3294
PO BOX 9828
WARM VALLEY SPRINGS PO BOX 1839
PO BOX 8985
PO BOX 11236
PO BOX 3646
PO BOX 306
2670 W DAIRY LN
22917 PACIFIC COAST HWY STE 300
PO BOX 12694
PO BOX 1727
PO BOX 568
2001 CORNER CREEK LN, #72
PO BOX 1687
PO BOX 1687
PO BOX 390
PO BOX 4219
PO BOX 9097
PO BOX 8225
PO BOX 9607
PO BOX 9485

DRIGGS, ID 83422-0347
JACKSON, WY 83001-0163
JACKSON, WY 83001-9275
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84124-4004
JACKSON, WY 83001-4518
PLANO, TX 75075-2292
JACKSON, WY 83002-8903
JACKSON, WY 83002-2447
JACKSON, WY 83002
JACKSON, WY 83001-0403
CHARLOTTE, NC 28215-3139
JACKSON, WY 83002-9767
JACKSON, WY 83001-1942
JACKSON, WY 83001-3294
JACKSON, WY 83002-9828
DUBOIS, WY 82513-1839
JACKSON, WY 83002-8985
JACKSON, WY 83002-1236
JACKSON, WY 83001-3646
JACKSON, WY 83001-0306
JACKSON, WY 83001-5003
MALIBU, CA 90265-6415
JACKSON, WY 83002-2694
JACKSON, WY 83001-1727
JACKSON, WY 83001-0568
JACKSON, WY 83001-9277
JACKSON, WY 83001-1687
JACKSON, WY 83001-1687
JACKSON, WY 83001-0390
JACKSON, WY 83001-4219
JACKSON, WY 83002-9097
JACKSON, WY 83002-8225
JACKSON, WY 83002-9607
JACKSON, WY 83002-9485

WILSON, SARAH Z. & ERIC E. TRUSTEES
WUERSCH, DEBRA A. & ABLONDI, ROBERT T. TRUSTEES
ZELAZNY FAMILY TRUST

PO BOX 10952
PO BOX 2355
PO BOX 820

JACKSON, WY 83002-0952
JACKSON, WY 83001-2355
SAINT HELENA, CA 94574-0820

Attendees
Amberley
RArmijo
Sasha Motivala
Susan Johnson
Liz (Liz Brimmer)
Nicole Gill
Sam Zuckerman
Jessica Gill
Kathy Zelazny
Erik Dombroski
meaganpiker
Rian Rooney
T. Kirsten - Jorgensen
David Cernicek
Kathy Tompkins
Chris Deming
kim
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ZONING MAP AMENDMENT
PROPOSAL
Owner: Gill Family, JHHR Holdings I LLC
Agent: Susan Johnson, SJ Planning Solutions
Overall Application Review Process:

Preapplication
Conference

Neighborhood
Meeting

Zoning Map
Amendment
Application

Public Hearing
Planning
Commission

Public Hearing
Board of
County
Commissioners

Neighborhood Meeting Presentation, May 2, 2022 5:30PM

THANKS
FOR
JOINING

Purpose of this Meeting:
• Provide an overview of the proposal
• Provide an opportunity to learn about the
proposal and ask questions
• You can ask questions one of 3 ways:
• Raise hand feature. Please limit your time, so
everyone has an opportunity to speak.
• Chat feature
• Email me after the meeting at:
susan@SJplanningsolutions.com
Presentation format will start over again at 6pm
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Property Location and Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South of High School Road, east of South Park Loop Road
100 acres of land currently in mostly agricultural use, except for historic homestead
Low habitat value, rocky and dry without added pivot irrigation water
74 acres zoned Rural-1 (R-1) since 2016
26 acres zoned Suburban since 1994
Entirely within the Scenic Resources Overlay (SRO)
Entirely outside of the Natural Resources Overlay (NRO)

Northern South Park
Neighborhood Plan
• 225-acre area designated in the
Comp Plan as Subarea 5.6
• Ongoing 1.5-year public
Neighborhood Planning process
by Teton County/Jackson
Figure 2 from NSP Neighborhood Plan showing boundary of Subarea 5.6
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Northern South Park
Neighborhood Plan
Recently released preferred
alternative shows:
• Higher density adjacent to Town
of Jackson along High School
Road
• Lower density transitioning to
the south
This aligns with the Comp Plan’s
Illustration of Our Vision
Figure 17 from NSP Neighborhood Plan showing density transition from north to south

Existing Suburban Zoning
Entitlements
• Existing 26.6-acre lower
density Suburban singlefamily zoning is in the
north, adjacent to Town
• There is an approved
Sketch Plan for up to 84
single family homes on the
26.6-acre Suburban zone
• This lower density
Suburban zoning in the
current location is not
consistent with the
Neighborhood Plan that
seeks to locate higher
density development
closer to Town, bus routes,
schools, and local services
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Northern South Park
Neighborhood Plan
The Plan visually
represents the lower
density Suburban
zone relocated 300’
to the southern end
of Northern South
Park, mirroring the
current configuration
to make way for
medium and highdensity residential
housing to the north
Figure 5 from NSP Neighborhood Plan showing Suburban relocated to the south

Proposed
Zoning Map
Amendment
1. Rezones 25.67 acres of the existing
26.60 acres of Suburban zoned land
along High School Road to R-1.
These “northern 25+” acres of R-1 will
act as a placeholder until a new
zoning district and associated zoning
regulations are adopted consistent
with the Neighborhood Plan. The
existing homestead will remain.
2. Simultaneously rezones an
identically sized 25.67-acre portion
of land currently zoned R-1 to
Suburban on the Revised Hereford
Ranch Tract 10 (“southern 25+”). The
Southern 25+ lands are 300’ south of
the existing Suburban lands and are
similarly configured.
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Why a rezone?
Because it creates an opportunity for
meaningful community benefits
1. It achieves the vision of the NSP Neighborhood Plan and the goals of
the Community’s Illustration of Our Vision outlined in the Comp Plan,
by enabling the highest density development to be located adjacent
to Town and locating the less-dense Suburban development at the
south end of Northern South Park, adjacent to large agricultural tracts
of land.
2. It clears the Suburban development from the exact location called for
by the Neighborhood Plan for high-density residential development.
The Gill Family could then donate 45 acres in that exact location to
the Trust for Public Land (TPL).
3. TPL could then begin to design and facilitate the potential
development of the 45 acres, which will include the northern 25+
acres, plus an additional 20 acres, as 100% deed-restricted workforce
housing and public park spaces.

What is the Role of the Trust for
Public Land?
The Trust For Public Land, a local and
national nonprofit, and the Gill Family
are excited to be working together to
bring about workforce housing and parks
for the Jackson community in Northern
South Park.
Chris Deming, TPL's senior project
manager for the Northern Rockies, said,
“This project on 45 acres of donated
land provides an opportunity to create
100 percent deed restricted affordable
and workforce units and could double
the community's existing public park
spaces. We will partner with our
community’s largest employers and
affordable housing developers to
provide much needed workforce
housing for core and critical service
employees."

Figure 25 from the NSP Neighborhood Plan illustrating housing and public spaces
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What are the next steps for the Trust for
Public Land?
“Our ability to move forward and
design a neighborhood for our local
workers that includes meaningful
additional community benefits like
public parks and pathway
connections on the land donated
by the Gills, begins with the Zoning
Map Amendment using existing
zoning rights and an existing sketch
plan on the southern end of the
planning area, in alignment with
the County’s Northern South Park
Neighborhood Plan.”

Figure 21 from the NSP Neighborhood Plan showing a variety of housing types

Chris Deming, Trust for Public Land

Next Steps in the County Process
 Submit the Zoning Map Amendment
 BOCC approves a Suburban Sketch Plan condition
amendment so the Sketch Plan can be used 300’ to the
south
 County endorses Northern South Park Neighborhood Plan
 County drafts and adopts zoning regulations for Northern
South Park
 Much-needed homes for Teton County workers begin to
get built!
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THANK YOU FOR JOINING
Questions?
• Raise hand feature
• Chat feature
• Email me after the meeting at:
susan@SJplanningsolutions.com
Photo simulation of Suburban zoning in Northern South Park

7

Summary
The meeting began at 5:30 p.m. on May 2, 2022. A 10-minute power point presentation was
presented to the attendees twice in the duration of the approximately 1-hour meeting for
those arriving late. There was time reserved in between the presentations for the attendees to
ask questions and provide comments.
Two attendees asked questions and provided comments. Both attendees asked questions
about traffic and the overall impacts of traffic on High School Road related to the larger
Northern South Park proposal. Comments by one attendee was specific to the East-West
Connector and wanted assurance that it would actually happen. While the Gill family is
supportive of an East-West Connector and will provide the necessary easements to facilitate a
future road connection across their property, they have no control over the eventual future
connection across the Lockhart property. Reed Armijo, an Engineer with Jorgensen Associates,
answered the questions and encouraged people to provide public comment on both the Tribal
Trails connector and on the Northern South Park Neighborhood Plan, citing the need for
redundancy in order to alleviate traffic on the Northern South Park area.

APPENDIX C
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3

4
LAYOUT TO ACCOMMODATE
FUTURE NORTH ROAD

5
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GROSS SITE ACREAGE
LESS EXCLUDED ACREAGE FOR ACCESS EASEMENT
BASE SITE ACREAGE

25.67
1.36
24.31

LESS 23 EXACTION ACREAGE (REQ'D)
EXACTION ACREAGE - PROVIDED BY PARK
EXACTION ACREAGE - ASSUMED @ HSR
NET ACREAGE

1.58
1.12
0.51
22.68

landscape architecture
land planning

1130 maple way #2C
po box 3074
jackson, wy 83001
v: 307.413.5123
info@agrostisinc.com

agrostis, inc.
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EXISTING SPLR EASEMENT

PROPERTY LINE
PROPOSED EASEMENT
25' STREET SETBACK
15' SIDE YARD SETBACK
40' REAR YARD SETBACK
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52' SETBACK FROM EX. EASEMENT
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HATCH INDICATES LANDSCAPE
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SOUTH PARKK LOOP ROAD
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Teton County, Wyoming
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5/12/22, 1:07 PM

State of Wyoming Mail - Fwd: SKC2020-0001 PRC

Darin Kaufman <darin.kaufman@wyo.gov>

Fwd: SKC2020-0001 PRC
Darin Kaufman <darin.kaufman@wyo.gov>
To: abowen@tetoncountywy.gov

Fri, Oct 30, 2020 at 10:37 AM

Andrew:
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
The County should consider preserving the right-of-way and identify the location of the future proposed east-west
connector road alignment in relationship to this development which is mentioned throughout the project narrative and
traffic statement. How does the site's west access fit in with the future proposed east-west connector road location on
South Park Loop Road, as mentioned in Appendix C Infrastructure Narrative?
The future east-west connector road intersecting US 89 shall meet the minimum access spacing requirements per
WYDOT's Access Manual. When this tie-in occurs, a traffic impact study must be performed and an access application
(M-3A) must be obtained from WYDOT.
The project narrative mentions a future street easement connection to the south for Complete Neighborhood integration.
It is assumed this south street extension would intersect with the east-west connector road. This south street connection
is not shown in the Suburban Sketch Plan found in Appendix A. WYDOT concurs with this interconnectivity concept and
recommends to the County in addition to the south connection (to the future east-west connector road) a east street
connection preserving access easements between adjacent properties as they develop, minimizing external trips,
distributing/relieving vehicle pressure, and reliance on the surrounding roadway network.
Most the the following was provided the traffic consultant with regards to the Traffic Statement:
Traffic Statement - due to the size of the proposed development, the traffic study should review and analyze the opening
full build-out year plus 3 to 5 years after opening.
The traffic impact study at minimum should consider including High School Road and intersection with US 89, South Park
Loop Road, and Tribal Trails to the intersection with WY 22, as well as future East-West connector road to US 89.
The traffic study should utilize the latest edition (10th or later) of the ITE Trip Generation Manual.
Trip distribution of 20% to/from the site south along South Park Loop Road seems high.
WYDOT would like to reserve the right to receive and review the final traffic impact study when developed. Any mitigation
measures determined by the study, shall be at the cost and responsibility of the developer.
It appears there are no new utility connections within WYDOT R/W.
If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know.
Thank you,
Darin Kaufman, P.E., PTOE
WYDOT District 3 Traffic Engineer
3200 Elk Street
Rock Springs, WY 82902
Office: 307.352.3034
Cell: 307.389.0235
[Quoted text hidden]

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ik=f5679a892f&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-a%3Ar8251459348525723567&simpl=msg-a%3Ar825145934…
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Floren Poliseo
Ryan Hostetter; Amy Ramage; Ted VanHolland; Johnny Ziem; Heather Overholser; Keith Compton; Alyson
Courtemanch
RE: Agency Review of new Application - Gill Suburban Sketch Plan (potentially moving)
Wednesday, May 11, 2022 5:42:13 PM

Ryan,
I discussed on this end with Johnny Ziem and Brian Lenz. We are good without any additional review
of newly submitted info for purposes of the utility connections. We don’t think we need to revisit
the initial recommendation and Council approval to connect (step 1 of our process), particularly
since more detail and agreed terms will be captured in the Connection and Use Agreement which
will also require Council approval (step 2). Let us know if there are other concerns you think we
might need to consider in this context.
Thanks,
Floren

From: Ryan Hostetter <rhostetter@tetoncountywy.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 9:57 AM
To: Amy Ramage <aramage@tetoncountywy.gov>; Ted VanHolland
<tvanholland@tetoncountywy.gov>; Johnny Ziem <jziem@jacksonwy.gov>; Floren Poliseo
<FPoliseo@jacksonwy.gov>; Heather Overholser <hoverholser@tetoncountywy.gov>; Keith
Compton <bob.hammond@wyo.gov>; Alyson Courtemanch <alyson.courtemanch@wyo.gov>
Subject: Agency Review of new Application - Gill Suburban Sketch Plan (potentially moving)
Good Morning Everyone,
I would like to give you all a brief update on Northern South Park, and ask you to take a look at this
application we received on Friday May 6th.   Please see this as a Planning Department “PRC” review
of the new application, however you all have seen this before (hopefully…) when the County
reviewed and approved a Sketch Plan for the same project, just at a slightly different location on the
Northern South Park Site up along High School Road.
Essentially the Gill family has applied with this new application to move their “Suburban” zoned land
as it currently exists up along High School Road (and as approved in the sketch plan SKC2020-0001)
approximately 200 feet or so to the south from it’s current location. This application is a component
of the Gill family implementing their side of the Northern South Park Neighborhood Plan (draft is
available of the entire Northern South Park Plan and is going to a Joint Planning Commission Hearing
the evening of May 18th). This new Gill application attached facilitates an agreement the family has
with the Trust for Public Land (TPL) to donate that northern 45 acres (where the Suburban exists
today) to TPL. The application would formally move the Suburban to the south (so that the Gill
family can retain), and replaces it with R-1 at the north so that there is no additional impact with a
change in the amount of Suburban vs. rural that exists today.   The goal would be for TPL to then
take over the northern 45 acres which will be Rural and go through their own permit process to

follow the larger Northern South Park Neighborhood Plan.   There are some process caveats here
with all of this:
1. The Gill family is asking the BCC if they can retain their approved sketch plan SKC20200001 and keep the existing conditions along with moving the suburban to the south (i.e.
move the suburban per this application attached and keep the same sketch plan along
with it). This question will be going to the County Commissioners on June 6th.    This is
important for you all because you likely reviewed that sketch plan and included conditions
– the Gill family is requesting that we re-use those conditions here for this application
(assuming the County Commissioners agree on June 6th during a public hearing). They
are also asking to retain their Town intent to serve letter along with this.
2. This new attached application for the re-zone to move the Suburban is not set in stone,
and will need to be reviewed and approved by the County Commissioners.

I hope this all makes sense as there are a lot of moving parts running concurrently – please feel free
to just give me a ring on the phone if its easier to chat/explain.   The other tricky part with this is we
are agreeing to run this application concurrently with the neighborhood plan so we are going to
send out our public notice for this attached application next week (45 day notice) to go before the
Planning Commission on June 27th and the County Commissioners on July 19th.   That leaves only a
week for me to get comments on this application before the notice is sent out, however if the BCC
agrees to move the sketch plan conditions we anticipate re-using all of those so this should not be
totally new information for folks.  
I realize this is a lot – so please don’t hesitate to give me a call and I am happy to discuss further.
Thank you all for your input/feedback on this process as we work through the pieces.
Thank You,

Ryan Hostetter, AICP
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
Principal Long Range Planner
Planning & Building Services – Teton County
PO Box 3594
200 S. Willow Street
Jackson, WY 83001
(307) 732-8414

Correspondence, including e-mail, to and from employees of Teton County, in connection
with the transaction of public business, is subject to the Wyoming Public Records Act and
may be disclosed to third parties.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Darin Kaufman
Ryan Hostetter
Re: Agency Review of new Application - Gill Suburban Sketch Plan (potentially moving)
Friday, May 13, 2022 10:47:51 AM
State of Wyoming Mail - Fwd_ SKC2020-0001 PRC.pdf

[NOTICE: This message originated outside of the Teton County's mail system -- DO NOT
CLICK on links or open attachments unless you are sure the content is safe.]
Ryan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
In general, WYDOT has no objections to relocating the zoning.
WYDOT submitted previous comments Oct 2020 (please see attached), these comments still
apply.
One item may be missing in Appendix C, Site Development Plan, is the accommodation for a
future south road; as similarly shown for future north & east roads, and as depicted in NSP
Figure 5 conceptual street plan.
What is the timing of this development and surrounding parcels ? When and if other
surrounding development infill occurs, this phased development will remain on an 'island' and
it appears will not be connected in a series of coordinated Compete Neighborhoods; and seems
to have limited infrastructure available to disperse traffic demands via various modes of
transportation. All or most of this traffic pressure will be realized via South Park Loop Road
and downstream intersections, for example with High School Road, etc.... A traffic study
should be updated to reflect this phased development and the rest of NSP..
If you have any questions, please let me know.
Thank you,
Darin Kaufman, P.E., PTOE
WYDOT District 3 Traffic Engineer
3200 Elk Street
Rock Springs, WY 82902
Office: 307.352.3034
Cell: 307.389.0235
On Tue, May 10, 2022 at 12:15 PM Bob Hammond <bob.hammond@wyo.gov> wrote:

Bob Hammond, P.E.
Resident Engineer
WYDOT - Jackson, WY
Direct - (307) 732-9602
Office - (307) 733-3665

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Ryan Hostetter <rhostetter@tetoncountywy.gov>
Date: Tue, May 10, 2022 at 9:56 AM
Subject: Agency Review of new Application - Gill Suburban Sketch Plan (potentially
moving)
To: Amy Ramage <aramage@tetoncountywy.gov>, Ted VanHolland
<tvanholland@tetoncountywy.gov>, Johnny Ziem <jziem@jacksonwy.gov>, Floren Poliseo
<FPoliseo@jacksonwy.gov>, Heather Overholser <hoverholser@tetoncountywy.gov>,
Keith Compton <bob.hammond@wyo.gov>, Alyson Courtemanch
<alyson.courtemanch@wyo.gov>

Good Morning Everyone,

I would like to give you all a brief update on Northern South Park, and ask you to take a
look at this application we received on Friday May 6th.   Please see this as a Planning
Department “PRC” review of the new application, however you all have seen this before
(hopefully…) when the County reviewed and approved a Sketch Plan for the same project,
just at a slightly different location on the Northern South Park Site up along High School
Road.

Essentially the Gill family has applied with this new application to move their “Suburban”
zoned land as it currently exists up along High School Road (and as approved in the sketch
plan SKC2020-0001) approximately 200 feet or so to the south from it’s current location.
This application is a component of the Gill family implementing their side of the Northern
South Park Neighborhood Plan (draft is available of the entire Northern South Park Plan and
is going to a Joint Planning Commission Hearing the evening of May 18th). This new Gill
application attached facilitates an agreement the family has with the Trust for Public Land
(TPL) to donate that northern 45 acres (where the Suburban exists today) to TPL. The
application would formally move the Suburban to the south (so that the Gill family can
retain), and replaces it with R-1 at the north so that there is no additional impact with a
change in the amount of Suburban vs. rural that exists today.   The goal would be for TPL to
then take over the northern 45 acres which will be Rural and go through their own permit
process to follow the larger Northern South Park Neighborhood Plan.   There are some
process caveats here with all of this:
1. The Gill family is asking the BCC if they can retain their approved sketch plan
SKC2020-0001 and keep the existing conditions along with moving the suburban
to the south (i.e. move the suburban per this application attached and keep the
same sketch plan along with it). This question will be going to the County
Commissioners on June 6th.    This is important for you all because you likely
reviewed that sketch plan and included conditions – the Gill family is requesting
that we re-use those conditions here for this application (assuming the County
Commissioners agree on June 6th during a public hearing). They are also asking
to retain their Town intent to serve letter along with this.

2. This new attached application for the re-zone to move the Suburban is not set in
stone, and will need to be reviewed and approved by the County Commissioners.

I hope this all makes sense as there are a lot of moving parts running concurrently – please
feel free to just give me a ring on the phone if its easier to chat/explain.   The other tricky
part with this is we are agreeing to run this application concurrently with the neighborhood
plan so we are going to send out our public notice for this attached application next week
(45 day notice) to go before the Planning Commission on June 27th and the County
Commissioners on July 19th.   That leaves only a week for me to get comments on this
application before the notice is sent out, however if the BCC agrees to move the sketch plan
conditions we anticipate re-using all of those so this should not be totally new information
for folks.  

I realize this is a lot – so please don’t hesitate to give me a call and I am happy to discuss
further. Thank you all for your input/feedback on this process as we work through the
pieces.

Thank You,

Ryan Hostetter, AICP
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers
Principal Long Range Planner
Planning & Building Services – Teton County
PO Box 3594
200 S. Willow Street
Jackson, WY 83001
(307) 732-8414

Correspondence, including e-mail, to and from employees of Teton County, in connection
with the transaction of public business, is subject to the Wyoming Public Records Act and
may be disclosed to third parties.
E-Mail to and from me, in connection with the transaction
of public business, is subject to the Wyoming Public Records
Act and may be disclosed to third parties.
E-Mail to and from me, in connection with the transaction
of public business, is subject to the Wyoming Public Records
Act and may be disclosed to third parties.

